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April 2020
Online Grocery Retailing - UK
“In 2019 growth slowed for the fourth consecutive year
in the online grocery market, as the sector continues to
struggle to reach new customers with much of the
growth in the market coming from existing users. The
start to 2020 has seen growth rapidly accelerate due to
the COVID-19 outbreak ...

March 2020
World Cuisines - UK

Health Food Retailing - UK

“World cuisines are an ingrained part of UK menus.
Within established cuisines strong demand for newness
points to opportunities for introducing new formats,
whilst providing on-pack explanations of unfamiliar
dishes should help emerging cuisines grow their user
base.”

The market for health foods continues to grow on the
back of the rising trend for health and wellbeing but
consumers remain sceptical of the potential benefits of
the products. While there are opportunities for specialist
retailers to remain relevant, online retailers and
especially supermarkets have been working hard to ...

Baby Food and Drink - UK

Sugar and Gum Confectionery UK

“That parents would like to see more chilled and frozen
varieties poses an opportunity for further expansion in
these areas, these being largely untapped in baby/
toddler food. While moving into the chilled or frozen
aisles comes with hurdles in terms of costs, price points,
shelf-life and visibility, the strong ...

Sweet Biscuits and Snack Bars UK
“The permissibility of eating small amounts of sweet
biscuits each day is continuing to support sweet biscuit
sales. Portion-size packs, healthier biscuits, seasonal
lines and a quality over quantity approach all offer
opportunities for brands in biscuits, but familiar
favourites offering crunchy biscuits and chocolate
coatings will remain most popular ...

“With myriad products competing to give consumers a
mood-boosting sugar fix during times of uncertainty,
compelling NPD will remain vital for players in the
sweets market. Lower-sugar sweets, vegan sweets and
premium sweets continue to offer a lot of potential.
Focusing on UK provenance and more environmentally
friendly packaging would ...

Leisure Outlook - UK
“The coronavirus outbreak presents a catastrophic
threat to the sector both in the short- and long term.
Meeting Brits in the home can help mitigate losses for
some, for example through virtual entertainment and
delivery food services. Transparency and flexibility will
be welcomed by consumers.”

Consumers and the Economic
Outlook - UK
“The UK left the EU with consumers still expecting
Brexit to have a negative overall effect, but with much
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more positive views than in previous months. The clarity
provided by the General Election and delivery of Brexit,
continued high employment and above-inflation wage
rises, have combined to pushed Mintel’s consumer ...

February 2020
Attitudes towards Healthy Eating UK

Crisps, Savoury Snacks and Nuts UK

“People’s openness to reformulation is good news for the
industry, faced with government targets to make their
products healthier, but also adds to the pressure to do
so. That many would even welcome punitive measures
such as taxing unhealthy foods provides food for
thought for the government, but also to ...

"The wealth of better-for-you NPD has contributed to
ongoing growth for this mature market. Consumers’
ongoing appetite for more choice in healthier options,
both for adults and specifically for children, signals that
this area continues to offer opportunities and warrant
attention. With taste remaining the top priority within
this category ...

Home Baking - UK

Free-from Foods - UK

“Home baking remains popular in the UK, linked to the
main reasons for home baking being enduring, but
growth in sales is being held back by most people not
baking very frequently. Products offering easy shortcuts
continue to be an opportunity for brands, given that lack
of time and skills ...

“With the free-from trend now a firmly established
phenomenon, growth is expected to slow. The spotlight
on sustainability should, however, support the demand
for dairy alternatives. Products catering for special
occasions and those for children hold potential for
growing sales among established users.”
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